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• Bias: systematic tendency of any aspect of the 

design, conduct, analysis, or interpretation of the 

results of a clinical trial to make the estimate of a 

treatment effect deviate from its true value.

– Expectancy bias: subjects on active drug might report 

more favorable outcomes because they expect a 

benefit

– Blinding integrity: how successfully blinding to 

treatment allocation is maintained

• Routine ways we control bias and blinding

– Randomization

– Double-blind treatment allocation 

– Include a control group 

• How do we assure blinding integrity and lack of 

expectancy bias in psychedelic trials?  Or can we?

BIAS AND BLINDING GO TOGETHER

“Blinding is intended to ensure that subjective assessments 

and decisions are not affected by knowledge of treatment 

assignment.”

“The essential aim is to prevent identification of the 

treatments until all such opportunities for bias have passed.”
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• Pronounced / salient drug effects (dramatic functional unblinding)

• Drug class induces a state of suggestibility

• Elaborate intervention

– Treatment model also often involves psychotherapy

– Setting is important and designed to be “healing”

– Almost always includes preparatory and integration visits 

• Poor understanding of the therapeutic effect 

• Endpoints are subjective

• The Pollan effect and highly informed patient population

• Nature of peak / mystical experience questionnaires

COMPLICATIONS IN PSYCHEDELIC RESEARCH
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5D-ASC AND MEQ30 EXAMPLES

5 – extreme (more than any other time in my life and stronger than 4) ______ 1. Loss of your usual sense of time. ______ 2. Experience of amazement. ______ 3. Sense that the experience cannot be described adequately in words. 

______ 4. Gain of insightful knowledge experienced at an intuitive level. 

______ 5. Feeling that you experienced eternity or infinity. 
______ 6. Experience of oneness or unity with objects and/or persons perceived in your surroundings. 

______ 7. Loss of your usual sense of space. ______ 8. Feelings of tenderness and gentleness. 
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• Blinding is rarely assessed and when it is, it is often deemed unsuccessful

• Across medicine, < 10% of published trials report assessments of blinding integrity

• Similar in therapeutic areas where outcomes are largely subjective and therefore subject to susceptibility / 
expectation bias (pain, psychiatry)

– Earlier reports: ~2 to 7% of RCTs

– 4.7% to 10% in more recent meta-analyses 

• 16 of 154 studies of antidepressant RCTs from 2000 to 2020 (Lin et al., 2022)

• 14 of 295 studies up to mid-2020 (Scott et al., 2021)

• When assessed it is usually with patients, fewer with investigators / raters

• Blinding assessed both during (6 studies) and at the end of the trial (9 studies)

– Blind considered successful in 31%; unsuccessful in 19%; 25% reported no conclusion (Scott et al., 2021)

– Those on active treatment are much more likely to guess correctly

– Other reports

• 8 of 94 (8.5%) psychiatric trials reported evidence on successful blinding; 4 were suboptimal (Fergusson et al., 
2004)

• Of 43 studies of ketamine for MDD, 5 measured blinding integrity

HOW OFTEN IS BLINDING INTEGRITY MEASURED?
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Study Patient 
Population

Interventions % correct guess 
(active) patient

% correct guess 
(placebo / active 
control) patient

% correct 
guess (active) 

rater

% correct guess 
(placebo / active 

control) rater

Rabkin et al., 1986 MDD Imipramine, phenelzine, placebo 78* -- 87* --

Margraf et al, 1991 Panic disorder Alprazolam, imipramine, placebo 83* -- 88* --

Warner et al, 2001 Bereavement Diazepam 2 mg, placebo 75 64 -- --

Himle et al, 1999 Anxiety in social 
phobia

Alcohol, placebo 80 50 -- --

Stoll et al, 1999 Bipolar disorder Omega-3 fatty acids, placebo 86 63 -- --

Schneier et al., 1998 Social phobia Moclobemide, placebo 62 45 25 41

Young et al., 1998 PMDD Sertraline, placebo 100 100 -- --

Fava et al., 2018 MDD Ketamine 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 mg/kg 
IV, placebo

56, 45, 77, 95
respectively

37 50, 55, 11, 95
respectively

42

Grunebaum et al., 2017 MDD Ketamine 0.5 mg/kg IV, 
midazolam

55 55 44 42

Sumner et al., 2020 MDD Ketamine 0.25 mg/kg/hr IV, 
remifentanil

86** -- 88**

Gasser et al., 2014 Anxiety 200 mcg LSD, 20 mcg LSD 100 100 100 67

Palhano-Fontes et al., 
2019

TRD 0.35 mg/kg ayahuasca, placebo 100 66 -- --

Ross et al., 2016 Cancer-related 
anxiety

0.3 mg/kg psilocybin, niacin -- -- 97** --

*Results not given by treatment group
**Study was a crossover
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• At least 10% inaccurately guessed their treatment arm 

– 7 of 44 participants in the placebo group (15.9%) inaccurately believed that they had received MDMA

– 2 of 46 participants in the MDMA group (4.3%) inaccurately believed that they had received placebo

• Blinding was also not durable 

• Unclear how lack of blinding impacts effect size

DATA ON BLINDING INTEGRITY
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DATA ON EXPECTANCY BIAS

Kam-Hansen et al., 2014
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DATA ON EXPECTANCY BIAS

“While Maxalt was generally superior to placebo, the 

placebo effect and to a lesser extent Maxalt efficacy, 

increased monotonically with treatment labeling as 

follows: ‘Placebo’ label < ‘Maxalt or placebo’ label ≤

‘Maxalt’ label. 

Efficacy of Maxalt mislabeled as placebo was not 

significantly different from the efficacy of placebo 

mislabeled as Maxalt. 

The placebo effect was significant under each labeling

condition relative to no treatment, amounting in 

magnitude to >50% of Maxalt effect under the

corresponding labeling condition.”

Kam-Hansen et al., 2014
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DATA ON EXPECTANCY BIAS

Positive treatment expectancy substantially enhanced (doubled) the analgesic benefit of remifentanil. Negative 

treatment expectancy essentially abolished analgesia. These subjective effects were substantiated by significant 

changes in brain imaging (Bingel et al., 2011).
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• One macrodosing open-label study of ayahuasca (Weiss et al, 2021)

• Microdosing study

– Survey in participants planning to start microdosing regimen; 

expectancy measured by 4 VAS items.

– Expectations for well-being improvement were significantly associated 

with change scores in well-being (r=0.275, p=0.007), depressive 

symptoms (r=−0.263, p=0.009) and anxiety (r=−0.220, p=0.025). 

– “These results indicate that baseline expectations were predictive of 

mental health change at the study endpoint.”

• Concluded expectancy in microdosing trials may drive treatment effect

PSYCHEDELIC STUDY DATA ON EXPECTANCY BIAS 

Mean QIDS-SR scores over all time-points are shown for individuals in the
depressed range (QIDS–SR > 5) and non-depressed range (QIDS-SR < 5).
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Kaertner et al., 2021.
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• Continued use of double-blind, controlled trials, with careful consideration of the 

best control

• Strategies commonly used in RCTs across psychiatric indications / drug classes 

to minimize bias

– Use one scale for entry purposes and another as the primary outcome

– Use both self-report and clinician report of symptoms

– Blind cardinal entry criteria in the protocol

– Use independent or blinded, centralized raters 

• Separate assessment of therapeutic effect from assessment of AEs

• “Placebo” response training programs

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
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• Carefully manage treatment expectancy during the consent process

• Note change may occur in the absence of a complete mystical experience; clinical outcomes may not be 

dependent on a psychedelic effect

• Conversely, a strong psychedelic experience does not guarantee a clinical result.

• There is significant variability between people—some have strong reactions and others have very mild 

reactions

• Psychotherapy by itself is an effective treatment

• In earlier phase studies, recruit psychedelic-naïve patients whenever possible (as well as naïve to 

the active placebo).  

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
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• Not commonly used, but worth considering

– Blind other features of the protocol from participants

• Mask the number of treatment arms or likelihood of receiving treatment 

• Alternatively consent to receive one of several different compounds

– May not be approved by ethics committees

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
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• “..It may be useful for sponsors to ask patients what treatment they 

think they received and pose similar questions to investigators. An 

exploratory analysis could consider results in patients who were and 

who were not unblinded.” (FDA Good Review Practice, 2013)

• Historically we have AVOIDED having subjects guess treatment 

allocation 

– “Testing for ‘blindness’ may not, and often can't, generate valid 

answers” (Sackett, 2007)

• There is no accepted standard for assessing blinding integrity or what 

to do with those data 

– Cohen’s kappa

– Bang or James Blinding Index

– Use simple VAS for each patient and use as covariate in 

analyses of individual outcomes 

– Guess of Treatment questionnaire; Correct Guess Rate Curve 
(CGRC; Szigeti  et al., 2022)

SHOULD WE FORMALLY ASSESS 
INTEGRITY OF THE BLIND?
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• When? 

– Relatively soon after dosing but before assessment of outcomes and before subjects begin to 

perceive potential treatment effects

– The last questionnaire at the primary endpoint

– At multiple timepoints to assess the trajectory of unmasking 

• Measuring repeatedly may by itself create a response bias

• Who should participants share the guess with? 

ASSESS INTEGRITY OF THE BLIND (?)
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• Rarely done and there is no consensus on a process

– Stanford Expectations of Treatment Scale (SETS)

– Credibility / Expectancy Questionnaire (CEQ)

– Simple question “How helpful do you believe the treatment will 

be for improving you [primary symptom]?”

• Measure in participants, therapists,and raters?

• When to measure? Both at baseline and after dosing?

• Or do we come to terms with the notion that expectancy 

effects are essentially inextricable from the outcome? 

(Butler et al.,  2022)

SHOULD WE ASSESS TREATMENT EXPECTANCY?
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• Single dose trials rather than multiple dose trials 

• Include an active and inactive control (3 arm trial) to disentangle placebo effects?

• Use of different comparators in different studies in a single NDA

• Designs that have been proposed

– 2x2 factorial design

– Using placebo-lead in periods

– Sequential Parallel Comparison Design (SPCD)

– Crossover design

– Offer all active treatment in an OLE, in essence an open-label crossover for those initially on placebo

– Pretreatment with 5HT2A antagonist (e.g., ketanserin) similar to naltrexone with ketamine 

– Non-conventional designs; e.g., pragmatic studies 

SHOULD WE CONSIDER ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS? 
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• Consider viability of alternative designs

• If it is determined blinding or expectancy should be formally assessed, need formal 

recommendations for how to assess and when, with analytic guidelines 

• Development of viable active placebo, especially in a psychedelic-experienced population

• Develop objective surrogate endpoints

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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